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Abstract. The interoperability among a variety of systems, in or across manufacturing enterprises, has been widely accepted as one of the important factors that affects the efficiency of production. The aim of this study is to deal with the semantic interoperability issues in a product lifecycle management environment. Through the investigation of related works, the need for the formalization of semantic annotation was discovered. This paper addresses this drawback and introduces a framework that uses formalized semantic annotations to assist the knowledge interoperability along a product life cycle.

Introduction

In recent years, more and more manufacturing enterprises have discovered and considered the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) approach as one of essential solutions to create competitive products. A major current focus in PLM researches is how to ensure a seamless interoperability among different enterprise systems at each stage of a Product Life Cycle (PLC) \cite{1}. Interoperability is an ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged \cite{2}. However, because stakeholders who operate those systems along a PLC have different backgrounds, heterogeneous expertise, unique knowledge, particular needs and specific practices, which over increase the difficulty to achieve interoperability in semantic level \cite{3}.

Ontology is a kind of common agreement on the conceptualization of terms in a specific domain of interest \cite{4}. One of the widely recognized methods to deal with semantic gaps is to semantically enrich the exchanged information through an ontology. There exist many studies that highlighted and proved the advantages of applying semantic annotations on various kinds of models, which represent a product from different perspectives. For example, research \cite{5} and \cite{6} focused on annotating data models to support data integration. Research \cite{7} and \cite{8} developed annotation tools to demonstrate the possibility of sharing and reusing the knowledge that is represented in a computer-aided design model. Research \cite{9} and \cite{10} suggested to annotate business process models with semantic contents for assisting designers and analysts in the management of their models. And more generally, research \cite{11} and \cite{12} proposed high level semantic annotation methods for the semantic enrichment of all kinds of enterprise models. Even though lots of efforts were made for addressing the issues related to semantic interoperability, few researchers have paid attention to the formalization perspective of semantic annotations.

The objective of this study is to deal with the interoperability problems, mainly the issue of semantic interoperability, through introducing a formal semantic annotation framework. This
framework is then being adapted in a new application scenario, to firstly realize the semantic enrichment of models, to secondly assist the knowledge interoperation, and to lastly show its adaptability.

Methodology

In this paper, we focus on identifying the essential elements of a semantic annotation through its meta-model and presenting a semantic annotation framework to support the mutual understanding of the semantics that’s embedded in the exchanged models along the life cycle of a product.

Knowledge Representation. Knowledge is an awareness of things that brings to its owner the capability of grasping the meanings (semantics) from received information [13]. In our work, it is considered as a kind of intangible thing, which has to be made perceptible and afterward to be expressed under certain representations. Knowledge representation is the result of embodying the knowledge from its owner’s mind into explicit forms. It gives a possibility for external entities to perform some specific operations and achieve their particular needs. In this study, all relevant models that are generated by stakeholders through different kinds of enterprise systems are all being considered as knowledge representations.

Semantic Interoperability. It signifies an unambiguous understanding of exchanged knowledge representation considering the point of view of both the senders and the receivers [14]. A model “is often presented as a combination of drawings and text” [15]. The mutual understanding of models requires the comprehension of the semantics of both the “combination of drawing” and the “text”. Which is why two aspects of semantics are needed to be made explicit by a semantic annotation: (1) Structure semantics, which describes the interrelations between an annotated element and the other elements that it related to; (2) Domain semantics, which describes the context and the meaning of an annotated element in a selected domain.

Meta-model of the Semantic Annotation. Several important concepts that are used throughout this paper need to be cited. In this study, the targets of semantic enrichment are models, which are named as Target Knowledge Representations (TKRs). Ontologies represent real-world semantics that enable a human or a machine to use meaningful terminologies to perform semantic enrichment on TKRs. They are named as Ontology-based Knowledge Representations (OKRs). And more precisely, two types of ontologies are categorized: (1) PLC-related ontologies, which represent the knowledge that related to a product during one or more stages its life cycle; (2) Meta-model ontologies, which represent the knowledge of how models are constructed based on different specifications. A Semantic Annotation is acting as a bridge to describe the semantic relationships between TKRs and OKRs.

![Figure 1 The Meta-model of the Semantic Annotation](image-url)
The meta-model of the semantic annotation is given in Fig. 1, which describes its main components (the essential elements) and their relations:

- A “Target Knowledge Representation” is the composition of one or more “Element of a TKR”.
- The “Ontology-based Knowledge Representation” is the generalization of the “Meta-model Ontology” and the “PLC-related Ontology”.
- A “Meta-model Ontology” is the composition of one or more “Element of a Meta-model Ontology”.
- A “PLC-related Ontology” is the composition of one or more “Element of a PLC-related Ontology”.
- An “Element of a TKR” can be annotated by zero or more “Semantic Annotation”.
- A “Semantic Annotation” contains one “Structure Semantics”.
- A “Semantic Annotation” contains zero or more “Domain Semantics”.
- A “Structure Semantics” is the aggregation of one “Element of a Meta-model Ontology”.
- A “Domain Semantics” is the aggregation of one or more “Element of a PLC-related Ontology”.

**Semantic Annotation Framework.** In the interest of applying formal semantic annotations on multiple TKRs in a PLM environment, as it is shown in Fig. 2, a semantic annotation framework is introduced.

On the left side, there is a series of processes that describes a linear product life cycle. It represents the *TKR Creation and Management* module, which is composed of a number of enterprise systems. Stakeholders in or across enterprises along the product lifecycle use those systems to create and manage TKRs. Those systems need to provide sufficient APIs to enable the communications between themselves and the *Semantic Annotation and Processing Agent* module.

On the right side, the *OKR Creation and Management* module is in charge of capturing, formalizing and managing knowledge related to the life cycle of a product into a knowledge base.
namely, *Knowledge Cloud*. The OKRs are supposed to be stored in a platform-independent form, which ensures they can be imported, mapped, merged and interrelated with each other.

The *Knowledge Cloud* module acts as a knowledge repository. As shown in Fig. 3, three main kinds of knowledge are stored in it:

1. The OKRs, as it is shown in the Fig. 3 (a), which are structured into a traditional three-levels:
   a. *Top level ontology*. It contains the most common terminology that can be used in different domains.
   b. *Domain level ontology*. It is classified into two aspects: the *PLC-related ontologies* and the *Meta-model ontologies*.
   c. *Application level ontology*. Concerning the above-mentioned two aspects of domain level ontologies, the corresponding application level ontologies contain certain specific terms in different enterprises and in different modelling tools respectively.

2. The semantic annotations, as it can be seen in Fig. 3 (b), which are created by stakeholders along the product lifecycle via using the concepts and relationships in the OKRs.

3. The reasoning rules, as it is shown in the Fig. 3 (c), which are generated based on the OKRs, the implemented semantic annotation schema and corresponding reasoning mechanisms.

The *Reasoning Engine* module is an external call pattern-matching search engine. It performs inference on the semantic annotations, the OKRs and the reasoning rules according to different stakeholders’ requests.

The *Semantic Annotation and Processing Agent* (SAPA) model is in charge of the definition of semantic relationships. It also acts as a mediator to support the communications (requests and feedbacks) between enterprise systems in different processes of a PLC (*TKR Creation and Management* module) and the other three modules (*Knowledge Cloud* module, *OKR Creation and Management* module and *Reasoning Engine* module) in the framework.

This framework makes use of formal semantic annotations to describe the semantic relationships between TKRs and OKRs. It makes explicit the implicit semantics of the TKRs, gives possibilities to detect inconsistencies between semantic annotations and to identify possible conflicts among annotated elements, and makes explicit the relations among all disperse TKRs.

**Application Scenario**

In order to show the adaptability of this framework, beside the preceding application scenario in our previous research [16], we further prototyped it in a new environment. The lifecycle of a nursery toy...
product, which is manufactured in the Laboratory for Manufacturing Automation\(^1\) is being chosen. As it is shown in Fig. 4, three enterprise systems are selected: The SolidWorks system\(^2\), which responds of designing the product and generating its technical information; The Bizagi BPM Suite\(^3\), which in charge of defining and modelling the process models; The Infor Visual Manufacturing system\(^4\), which is responsible for the production planning and control. They represent the TKR Creation and Management module. For the rest of the framework, the Protégé ontology editor is used as the OKR Creation and Management module, the Microsoft windows folder system is used as the Knowledge Cloud module, the SAP-KM (Semantic Annotation Plugin for Knowledge Management) is considered as the Semantic Annotation and Processing Agency module, and the Jena Reasoner is employed as the Reasoning Engine module.

Through this prototyped framework, the formalized semantic annotations are contributing in: (1) acquiring the initial semantics that the stakeholders, who manipulate the SolidWorks system, wanted to express; (2) verifying, semi-automatically, the semantic consistency between the contents in the received models and in the developing models in the Bizagi BPM Suite; and (3) guaranteeing the semantics correctness of the under development models for the stakeholders who use the Infor Visual Manufacturing system.

**Conclusion and Perspectives**

In summary, we have introduced a semantic annotation meta-model that unambiguously describes its major components and their interrelations, given a semantic annotation framework to apply semantic annotations in a PLM environment, and prototyped this framework in a new application scenario to assist knowledge interoperation. Despite some limitations (such as, the time-consuming ontology creation process, the difficulties in the measurement of semantic relationships, the not perfect annotation process), this paper shows the semantic annotation framework is able to be used in different application scenarios to support the knowledge interoperation along the lifecycle of a product. Furthermore, in future, under the context of the PLM, the potentials of this approach will be used in the following directions: the formalization of requirements from different dimensions; to

---

1. Laboratory for Manufacturing Automation: http://www.pucpr.br/graduacao/engproducao/curitiba/las01.php
2. SolidWorks: https://www.solidworks.com/
enable the traceability of requirements along a PLC; and the verification of consistencies among changed and existed requirements.
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